
Middle managers are the glue, connectors, the conduit for an 
organisation’s success. The performance and productivity of frontline 
employees are directly influenced by middle managers. Senior 
leaders should be able to rely on their middle managers to keep 
them up to date on what’s working, what’s not, as well as the 
opportunities they can seize and leverage.

Forbes points out that middle managers are the key to any 
company’s financial success, stating that middle management “binds 
purpose and execution.”

Pre-COVID-19, the Future of Work Skills 2020 identified that 
essential skills for success were behavioural inter-related with new 
technical. Sense-making, social intelligence, novel and adaptive 
thinking, cross-cultural competency, and collaboration being the 
skills of successful leaders.

COVID-19 has shown that the skills of the future are behavioural 
rather than technical. Called soft skills but there’s nothing soft about 
them! Middle Managers will excel in their leadership when they 
continuously develop their soft skills.

The senior executives may set the direction but middle managers 
influence the success of how that direction is implemented and
executed. Profitability, employee retention and satisfaction, and 
company culture all rely on the power of the middle managers.

Productivity loss is a $A12 billion dollar annual issue as reported by 
The Black Dog Institute; and employee engagement, according to 
Gallup, hovers below 20%. Additionally, managers having the 
highest average (72 hours per week) of actual hours worked of all 
major occupational groups, it's critical to support the productivity, 
self-leadership and leadership development of your people.

Leadership and Professional Development is critical to the success 
of the organisation's performance and profit.

SALLY 
FOLEY-LEWIS
LEADERSHIP AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Perfectly Positioned

Too many people are encouraged into middle management without the right 
preparation.
Too many leave middle management because they aren’t supported, developed or 
have clear direction.
And too many stay in middle management because they feel stuck, not given the 
chance to break into the C-suit.

Whether middle managers are unprepared, unsupported or stuck, they often 
unjustly get a bad rap. And I should know, I've been one, and I've also sat at every 
level of an organisation, from being at the front line to being the CEO, so I've seen 
middle managers from each vantage point. 

And there’s no other role in an organisation that is as perfectly positioned to lead 
up, down and across. 

In this interactive presentation, the audience explores how finding, harnessing and 
leveraging their V.A.L.U.E. is the foundation of showing up, speaking up and 
standing out - being their best selves.

Confidence is integral for success and I’ll show how a clear understanding of values 
and self-awareness help boost confidence. I’ll challenge your audience to see how 
their determining a legacy brings huge value today to how they lead themselves, 
their teams or communities, and engage others. 

Today’s world of work is crying out for courage: the courage to stand up, speak 
truth to power, and speak one’s truth. Your audience will tap into their uniqueness 
and see how standing out is more valuable to the business than simply blending in. 

Finally, your audience will stand, and express themselves. Women are uniquely 
skilled and perfectly positioned to influence, staying silent serves no one!

This is a fun and energising presentation that leaves the audience feeling valuable 
and knowing their value!

KEYNOTE 
PRESENTATIONS
LEADERSHIP AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Lift Them to Lead - Unleash the Power of Your B-Suite
CEO’s tell me they want their middle managers to simply get on with it. They trust 
them, and obviously want them to triumph. As a CEO, I wanted the same for my 
middle management. Because anything less than that is a waste of our time.

But these wants won’t lead to productivity, performance or profit gains if they are 
not backed up with, amongst other things, explicit permission, feedback and clear 
expectations.

In this presentation - LIFT THEM TO LEAD – UNLEASHING THE POWER OF 
YOUR B-SUITE – I show how the C-Suite can truly engage their middle 
management so that together they work as one A-Team! When the C-Suite and the 
B-Suite work as one team they lead the organisation with clarity of purpose, 
conviction in the mission and vision, and strength in mutual support. A true A-Team.

When they don’t work as one, there’s a pull towards over complication and under 
communication that leaves the organisation slipping in its competitive advantage, 
low engagement scores and high unnecessary costs.

Trust is fundamental for leading a middle management team, so learning and 
applying the key elements of trust means the team is more cohesive and agile. 
When trust flows in all directions, change is less stressful and opportunities are 
more easily embraced and successful. 

The audience will explore ways to empower middle managers to problem solve, 
make quality agile decisions, and innovate which means executives no longer have 
to feel like they are wading in the weeds, suffer decision fatigue, or lack time to be a 
strategic thinker.

With Gallup’s reporting of the lowest engagement scores and worker’s stress being 
at a global all-time high, it’s critical to define what success looks like, prioritise core 
business to eliminate the shiny squirrel chasing, and genuinely celebrate the wins. 
I’ll share with your audience the real ROI of triumph.

When the C-Suite and B-Suite have trust, permission to try and a culture of triumph 
they lead their organisation as a true A-Team.

KEYNOTE 
PRESENTATIONS
LEADERSHIP AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Understand what feedback conversations really are and what 
they shouldn’t be.
Discover the deeper value of feedback through the 4 A’s.
Reveal motivators and demotivators that can impact 
performance.
Take away the structure and confidence to guide any feedback 
conversation.
Identify the one essential secret to change happening post 
feedback conversations.

2 day workshop face to face / 4 x 3hr online

Giving and receiving feedback can automatically trigger anxiety, 
defensiveness and stress for both the giver and receiver. In one 
study only 8% of companies surveyed believed their performance 
management process is highly effective in deriving business value. 
Flipping feedback equips leaders to hold effective feedback 
conversations that increase performance, boost motivation and 
engage their team.

Middle Managers will:

Aligned with Sally’s book Successful Feedback: How Leaders 
Can Increase Performance, Motivate and Engage Their Team.

Identify and rid their roadblocks to delegating.
Discern what delegating really is and what it really isn't.
Discover the three secrets to delegation success.
Explore the delegation map and how to follow it.
Understand the critical steps to delegating confidently and 
successfully every single time.

1.5 day workshop face to face / 3 x 3hr online

Delegation is one of the most easily accessible yet rarely 
consistently and successfully utilised tools for improving on the job 
development, productivity and profit.

Middle Managers will:

Aligned with Sally's book DELEGATE: Double the Results! Halve 
the Effort!

DELEGATE: Double the Results! Halve your Effort!

Feedback and Critical Conversations

2023 TOPICS
More detailed course 
outlines are available 

upon request.
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LEADERSHIP AND PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS



Interpersonal Communication Skills for Managers

Increase self-awareness of different behavioural and 
communication styles
Understand how to adapt style to interact effectively with 
others
Identify the barriers to communication, the common errors and 
how to prevent them
Gain the ability to develop positive interpersonal relationships 
through effective communication techniques
Build confidence to lead productive meetings.

2 day workshop face to face / 4 x 3hr online

There is no action, achievement or success without 
communication! It is consistently rated as one of the most 
important skills managers need to be effective in their role. 
Spending their time in meetings and one-to-one communication all 
day, the modern manager needs to blend their interpersonal skills, 
cultural sensitivity to communicate effectively with direct reports, 
colleagues and senior leaders.

Middle Managers will:

More detailed course 
outlines are available 

upon request.
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P.U.M.P.  - Pump Up My Productivity

Instantly boost productivity by up to 40%.
Identify time wasters and how to remove them.
Understand the importance of goal getting rather than goal
setting.
Take back control of their day.
Master essential people management skills that can directly
impact team and leader productivity.

2 day workshop face to face / 4 x 3hr online

How to be a more productive leader.

It's a cruel irony that in a world of immense connectivity, we feel
increasingly disconnected and unproductive. Incessant emails,
phone calls and social media alerts steal precious productive and
personal time. It seems impossible to switch off distractions and
switch on focus and action, the right action!

Middle Managers will:

Aligned with Sally's book The Productive Leader: Achieve More,
Reduce Stress and Gain 2 Hours Per Day.



Stop Goal Setting, Start Goal GETTING!

Understand why goals are important for success.
Why goal setting and getting are important.
Exploring momentum, excuses and motivation.

How to make work (externally set) goals motivational.
SMART Goals and S(2).M.O.O.T.H.E.R.™ Goal Getting.
Discover the steps to goal getting.
The S(2).M.O.O.T.H.E.R.™ Goal Getting template.
Taking action: making implementation doable.
Review, Reward and Recognition.

1 day workshop face to face / 2 x 3hr online

SMART goals fall short of inspiring and guiding the achievement of
goals: they are a good start but they miss the keys to real goal
achievement

In 1981, George Doran, Arthur Miller and James Cunningham
wrote, “There’s a S.M.A.R.T. way to write management goals and
objectives.” This saw the beginning of SMART Goals, a useful
acronym that endeavours to give structure. However SMART
Goals are incomplete, and that's where Goal Getting will help you
achieve success.

Middle Managers will:

More detailed course 
outlines are available 

upon request.
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Align values with the organisation's mission and values.
Help their people to align their values and connect with the 
organisation's purpose.
Understand the fundamentals of motivation - applying the 
theory to today's real world of work/
Understand what responsibility is and how it empowers 
everyone.
Explore the damaging effect of excuses, lack of involvement 
and lack of clarity.
Discover the power of speaking up, questions and active 
listening for positive behavioural change.

1 day workshop face to face

Every day we are given a choice: see a need and decide to 
ignore and hope it will go away or decide to act. Stepping up is 
empowering and helps everyone to deliver excellence. In this 
dynamic program, middle managers will see how more 
empowered they are to contribute in driving performance and 
growing the business when they decide to step up and 
proactively help their people to step up.

Middle Managers will:

Stepping Up - Motivating Self & Others



From Group to Team

A clear definition of a high performing team.
An understanding of techniques that build strong teams.
Strategies to build teamwork by identifying and using the key 
characteristics of a high performing team.
An understanding of team development and dynamics.
An awareness of team roles and how they influence team 
performance*
You will learn about the essential processes of good team 
communication
You will explore how to deal with challenging team situations

1 day workshop face to face

A team's success is the manager's success. Success as a manager 
is heavily influenced by how well the team operates and what kind 
of results they achieve. Successful teams are created when the 
leader provides a clear sense of purpose, and focuses on creating 
an environment of empowerment, motivation, and challenge, where 
strengths are leveraged for results. 

Middle Managers will gain:

* This workshop can be delivered in conjunction with participants 
doing Belbin® Team Roles assessment to understand and
capitalise on their unique team and how it contributes to the team 
success.

More detailed course 
outlines are available 

upon request.
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Ask Sally about running 
a book club in your 

organisation: 

An understanding of different types of problems and how to 
differentiate between them
Self-awareness of decision making 
A clear and systematic approach to critical and strategic 
thinking, problem solving and decision-making
A range of proven models to identify the causes, and diagnose 
the key aspects of a problem
An opportunity to examine different ways of approaching a 
problem, and choosing the most appropriate solution
An first-hand experience to practise logical problem solving 
techniques during the training

2 day workshop face to face

This is an essential course for middle managers who know change 
and challenge go hand in hand daily. Blending exploring key 
concepts for critical thinking, problem solving and decision making 
and experiential learning this interactive program equips managers 
to confidently approach challenges and change. 

Middle Managers will gain:

Strategic Thinking, Problem Solving & Decision 
Making



Manager as Coach

A clear understanding of the essential skills to be a confident 
coach
A structure for coaching using the GROW model
The skills to prepare, structure, and carry out, effective coaching 
sessions
The techniques to increase both the motivation and skill levels 
of the team
The opportunity to practise coaching in the moment  in one-to- 
one sessions with peer and facilitator led feedback and coaching

2 day workshop face to face 

Coaching is a proven approach for developing, engaging, and 
driving performance. According to HRD Asia, October 2022, “… 
coaching helps improve employee performance (70%), actualises 
employee potential (65%), and improves employee engagement 
(59%).” From learning the key steps in coaching, managers will 
apply their learning using real world/real work situations.

Middle Managers will gain:

More detailed course 
outlines are available 

upon request.
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SPARK: Amplify your confidence, influence and
courage through self-leadership

Identify the link between and value of self-leadership for team 
leadership.
Learn what confidence is and what it is not and three keys to 
boosting confidence.
Explore the part courage plays in being a successful self- 
leader.
Learn the strategies to amplify their value, voice and visibility.

1.5 day workshop face to face 

Great leadership starts with exceptional self-leadership.
In March 2021, Gallup scored employee engagement as low at 
15%. Today’s leader needs more than management 101 skills, 
they need confidence, influence and courage to deeply connect 
with their people. Self-leaders understand that their influence, 
courage and confidence impact performance, profit and people. 

Middle Managers will:

Great program to accompany the EIQ-2 emotional intelligence 
assessment. Aligned with Sally's book SPARK: 9 Simple 
Strategies to Ignite Exceptional Self-Leadership.



Leading Self and Others Through Change

Grasp the inevitability of change and uncertainty: we live in a 
VUCA world.
Discover the core focus areas to ensure the team goes from 
survive to thrive.
Learn how to lead themselves through change: minimise 
overwhelm and increase resilience.
Find out how delegating properly can develop, engage and 
empower.
Explore strategies to lead others effectively and efficiently 
through change..
Identify change resistance and strategies to overcome 
resistance.

1 day workshop face to face

Uncertainty, especially when managing and leading a team, is 
going to be an ever present part of a leader's role: that's 
guaranteed! It's not a matter of avoiding but rather preparing and 
responding effectively.

Middle Managers will:

Aligned with Sally's Managing Uncertainty Management 
Success Workbook.
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Relevant and Real for Today's Middle Manager

Prior to delivery, all workshops will be customised to your 
learner's needs, your industry and unique workplace context.

All workshops have a blend of theory that is applied through a 
range of experiential learning activities, exercises and self- 
assessments.

Workshops include small and large group discussion and 
activity that bonds the group into a stronger team that 
transfers into a stronger network back at work.

Longitudinal programs - blended programs that take the 
learning even further - can be designed to suit.



an ongoing lack of specific leadership development,
the challenge of leading a team that were once together but may now remain remote 
or hybrid, and
limited networks and support as compared to their executives or direct reports.

When managers are leading themselves and their teams they are achieving better 
results, faster in their own work and the work of their team. Through boosting the self- 
and people- leadership of middle managers, confidence and contribution improves and 
increases, leading to greater value to the organisation.

“Middle managers account for 22% of revenue variation, after controlling for other 
factors.” (Mollick, 2012)

Business returns can be improved 7.6% annually when:

1. Organisations operate in alignment with purpose;
2. Executives execute on clear strategy; and 
3. Middle Managers are developed

(Pontefract in Forbes, 2019)

With an average of 50% of middle managers not receiving any training or development, 
this leads to low engagement and high turnover of the middle laters.
“When replacing a low-skill, low-knowledge, low-level employee, it can cost you about 
50% of the employee’s salary. When replacing a higher-level employee like a supervisor, 
you can expect to spend up to 150% of the person’s annual salary to replace them.”
(GrowthForce)

Since the pandemic, the mash up of remote and/or hybrid work arrangements have put a 
spotlight on three big issues middle managers face:

1.
2.

3.

Long working hours for middle managers means increased fatigue which leads to poor
decisions, focus and attention. This in turn leads to costly mistakes that negatively impact 
organisational culture, productivity and the bottom line.

MIDDLE MANAGER 
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
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Longitudinal multi-component program that embeds the learning in the workplace
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According to Bloomberg Business, of all office workers, middle managers 
are reporting the highest levels of stress and anxiety and the worst work- 
life balance.  That’s according to new research by Slack’s Future Forum, 
which found a record 43% of managers say they’re burned out — the 
highest of any job level. Slack polled more than 10,000 desk workers in 
the US, Australia, France, Germany, Japan and the UK.

The bottom line of your business depends on your operational staff who 
get their direction, inspiration and guidance directly from their direct line 
manager. 

MIDDLE MANAGER LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

100% Excellent 
100% Satisfied



MIDDLE MANAGER LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

It’s time for middle managers to get deeper INSIGHT into how they spend their time so 
they can stop feeling as though their efforts are invisible. Productive managers move 
from constantly reacting and stomping out fires and RESOLVE to take more considered 
approaches to their work. Productive managers are more DISCERNING: they master key 
leadership skills. Feedback, delegation, problem solving and decision making, coaching 
skills, influence and prioritising are the core skills that help the manager to ACHIEVE 
more from their own efforts and from the team’s. Productive managers are prolific by 
constantly and consistently looking for ways to add value to the team, the department and 
the business. They know that leadership is a journey of life long learning, starting with 
their own self-leadership: great leadership starts with exceptional self-leadership! They 
have time, energy and focus to find ways to PROSPER personally and for the business 
and role model and support others to achieve the same.

Middle managers are perfectly positioned to inform and influence upwards as they can 
have their eyes and ears on the frontline and their market / industry to KNOW WHAT’S 
REALLY GOING ON; collaborate with their peers to LEVERAGE RESOURCES, SKILLS 
AND EFFICIENCIES; and inform and inspire their direct reports to BRING THEM 
ALONG ON THE JOURNEY to action the strategic vision of the business.

This fully customisable program develops the SELF- and PEOPLE- LEADERSHIP of your 
Middle Managers.
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MIDDLE MANAGER LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

The program is fully customised to your 
team and their leadership development 
needs. The key elements will ensure 
your middle managers raise their 
awareness of who they are, how they 
are seen and see their people, and the 
culture they operate in and influence. 
The program will amplify their 
confidence and influence while also 
building their essential leadership skills. 
To ensure the learning sticks your 
middle managers will apply their 
learning through a range of work based 
exercises and activities that help them 
understand and build on the value of 
accountability for productivity, 
collaboration and networking to 
strengthen their own management team 
and other significant relationships.

Improve interpersonal communication skills
Hold feedback conversations that effect real change and improvements 
Use delegation successfully and for development opportunities 
Coach team members to achieve more engagement 
Lead more effective, less wasteful, meetings
Think, plan and implement strategies for in-the-moment team building 
Think, plan, goal set and prioritise more effectively
Influence for impact with greater confidence and contribution 
Be a more strategic networker and confident presenter
Be a more strategic thinker and contributor to growing the business
Be more effective and resilient to smoothly lead their team through times of change

When middle managers are operating at their full potential, they are productive leaders 
who help themselves and others to connect and engage with the work and have purpose. 
The result being:

✓ better engaged employees
✓ less burnout and turnover
✓ speed to problem resolution
✓ agile and resilient workforce
✓ greater competitive advantage

The Middle Managers Leadership Program helps managers:
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Defining modern management and leadership
Qualities, Attributes, Characteristics and Values of management and leadership
Aligning values
Leadership Competencies and Skills
Your Leadership Style and Your Leadership Brand 
Interpersonal Communication Skills
Self-Leadership for greater self-awareness, resilience, emotional intelligence and 
growth mindset

Delegation
Dealing with Difficult Employees
Feedback, Critical Conversations & Performance Management
Leading Self and Others Through Change
Manager and Leader as Coach
Leading Productive Meetings
Motivating Self & Others
Planning, Prioritising & Goal Setting
Critical Thinking, Problem Solving & Decision Making
Team Building
Presentation Skills

Facilitated Workshops 
Group Coaching Sessions
Individual Workplace Projects
Participant ROI Reporting and Presentations

This program is fully customisable and can. be designed through the use of pre-program 
assessments, interviews and briefings.

Core Topics: Leading Self, Leading Others
Without a solid foundation for leadership development, middle managers will not have the 
confidence, structure and self-awareness to lead themselves and others effectively. The 
day to day demands for engaging teams and individuals, driving performance and 
communicating up, down and across requires a resilient, aware and emotionally 
intelligent leader. 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Optional Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Format:
Option 1: Select your preferred workshops and they can be customised to suit your 
needs. 

Option 2: Blended deep dive leadership development experience:

Delivery Options:
Workshops can be delivered face to face, live online and supplemented with additional 
self-paced video and resources.
Group Coaching can be conducted face to face or live online.

MIDDLE MANAGER LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
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Master of Business Administration - Organisational
Development and Strategic Leadership
Graduate Diploma in Management
Bachelor of Arts - Leisure Studies
Diploma in Career Guidance
Certificate IV Workplace Learning & Assessment
Certificate in Coaching and Executive Coaching
Certificate in Confidence Coaching
Certified Virtual Presenter
Certified Virtual Facilitator

She's your first and fiercest advocate for middle managers
being the leaders others want to follow! To understand her
style, think Oprah Winfrey meets Erin Brockovich:
nurturing and intuitive, she's zesty and playful!

Sally helps middle managers move and improve!

She boosts self-leadership and leadership by helping people
reach their potential. She positively impacts effectiveness,
confidence and results. With a leadership development career
spanning more than 15 years, she has also been a CEO so she
walks the talk!

She is a global award winning professional speaker, facilitator
and executive coach. 

She has authored multiple popular leadership books. Her book
The Productive Leader received an endorsement from the
renowned global personal development guru Brian Tracy. The
drive to support and skill managers comes from her own senior
leadership experiences. Sally delivers presentations, keynote
speeches, workshops and coaching - all online and face-to-
face - to help skill managers, boost productivity and self-
leadership.

Sally has worked with 10,000+ managers and leaders from
medium sized to global organisations in Germany, Middle East,
Asia, North America and across Australia. She has extensive
qualifications, a wicked sense of humour and an ability engage
and inspire while making people feel at ease. 

QUALIFICATIONS

ABOUT SALLY
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2021 USQ Outstanding Alumnus of the Year – Business and
Enterprise
2021 A.I. Influential Businesswoman - Winner - Most
Inspirational Leadership Development Specialist (Australia)
2021 ROAR Success Awards – Silver Leadership Award
2020 Gold Stevie Award – Female Entrepreneur of the Year –
Business Services
2020 Bronze Stevie Award – Female Entrepreneur of the Year
– Consumer Services
2020 Breakthrough Speaker of the Year by Professional
Speakers Australia

Leadership Effectiveness Assessment - 360
Belbin Team Roles®
DISC Behavioural Styles, DISC-360 and DISC Leadership
EIQ-2 and EIQ-2 - 360
Motivators
Conflict Dynamics

SPARK: 9 Simple Strategies to Ignite Self-Leadership
The Productive Leader: How to Achieve More, Reduce Stress
and Gain Two Hours Per Day
Successful Feedback: How Leaders Can Increase
Performance, Motivate and Engage Their Team
DELEGATE: Double the Results! Half the Effort!
Management Success Cards and Management Success
Workbooks

AWARDS

AFFILIATIONS & PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
Professional Member – Professional Speakers Australia
Director - National Board, Professional Speakers Australia
Fellow – Asia Pacific Institute of Learning and Performance

ACCREDITATIONS

... plus a range of self-assessments to suit the workshop /
presentation topic.

PUBLICATIONS

LEADERSHIP
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SALLY HAS WORKED WITH...

Sally has had the honour and privilege to work with many companies, including the 
following...
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PROVEN EXPERIENCE ACROSS 
A RANGE OF INDUSTRIES

Coca-Cola - Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei
L'Oreal
Subway
Australia Post
QANTAS
Monavie
Cognizant 

RBC Investor Services, Sydney
Commonwealth Bank 
ADIA, Abu Dhabi
Al Qdra, Abu Dhabi
National Bank of Kuwait 
Mubudala
UOB

QG Air
Abu Dhabi Police Authority, UAE
Queensland Health Dept, Qld Government
Mackay Orthopaedic, Qld Government
Mackay Health & Hospital Service
Queensland Ambulance Service
Glendore Childcare
Macquarie College Preschool
Hurstville City Council
Indooroopilly Montessori Children’s Home
Sutherland Shire Council
C and K Association
Griffith University
TAFE New South Wales
Northern Region State Emergency Services 
(Cairns)

Simmons & Simmons, Abu Dhabi
McCullough Robertson
Results Legal
Queensland Law Society
Australasian Legal Practice Managers 
Association

Some of the industries Sally has worked with...

Corporate - National and Multinational

Oil & Gas, FMCG, Aviation, ITC, Utilities, 
Shipping, Medical Research & Supplies,
Hotels...

Banking and Finance

Government and Education

Legal Services

Right Management, Sydney 
Daman Insurance, Abu Dhabi
Powerlink Qld
Al Qdra, Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi Onshore Oil Company
Tabreed
Smit Lamco
CSL Behring
Qiagen
Volvo 
Kempinski Hotels

Samford & District Chamber of 
Commerce
Marist Youth Care
Workers Health Centre
Fundraising Institute of Australia
Governance Institute of Australia
Cancer Council Qld
API Leisure
CCSA & Early Childhood Association 
NSW
Early Childhood Teachers Association 
QLD
Churches of Christ Care, Queensland
Project Management Institute, Qld
Project Management Institute, New 
Zealand

Not For Profile / Community

Health, Small Business, Youth, Aged Care, 
Early Childhood ...
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Sally is the best! I was lucky to work with her on the Productive 
Leader Seminar in Kuwait. One of the most cooperative and 
professional speakers I have worked with. Not only she is 
engaging, knowledgeable and interactive during the seminar, 
but also she is a smooth communicator, understanding and 
modest when dealing with others. She was very present and 
responsive from the first contact and contributed in making a 
very successful event with a very high clients' feedback. I am 
glad I had the opportunity to work with her and will never 
hesitate to work with her again whenever there's an 
opportunity.
-Abdul-Quom Ali, Al Gas Events, Kuwait

TESTIMONIALS

Sally is a joy to work with. I have had the pleasure of working 
with Sally both as a coach and in a training capacity. As a 
trainer Sally is full of energy, engaging and incredibly creative. 
She brings the best out in people and keeps the enthusiasm in 
the room, even in the face of a tough audience. Her ideas for 
our away day were brilliant, on budget and enjoyed by 
everyone who participated. 
- Sarah Green, Microsoft, Australia

Sally recently spoke at our Teachers Matter Conference in 
Brisbane. She was fantastic; knowledgable, engaging and 
skilful. She led our teachers through understanding their 
personality types and that of others, to ensure they have the 
skills to work together productively in teams. Participants 
laughed, learned and had great aha moments. Thanks for being 
a joy to work with, entertaining, organised and fun!
- Karen Tui Boyes CSP, Teachers Matter, New Zealand 

Scan the QR code to 
see Sally speak.

Sally was the MC and presented at a skills forum. Sally’s 
engagement with the participants was a delight to watch 
and equally to experience. The content of her session was 
high quality and demanded attention. Her humour and 
warmth made her presentation very memorable.
- Frances Cahill, Communication Specialist

Sally was an outstanding speaker, one of the best I've ever 
come across. she was funny, engaging, understanding and 
sensitive to every person in the room. her knowledge and 
presentation style was excellent.
- Participant at Women's Leadership Retreat
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Sally recently spoke at our 
Teachers Matter Conference in 
Brisbane. She was fantastic; 
knowledgable, engaging and 
skilful. She led our teachers 
through understanding their 
personality types and that of 
others, to ensure they have the 
skills to work together 
productively in teams. 
Participants laughed, learned 
and had great aha moments. 
Thanks for being a joy to work 
with, entertaining, organised 
and fun!
- Karen Tui Boyes CSP

I had a great pleasure of working with Ms. Sally for the first time 
during ARIVA Academy Philippines Inc.’ Live webinar series for a 
cause. Such a breeze working with her as she radiates with a 
positive aura. Such a genuine person indeed. She delivered a 
very engaging and motivating session on “Leading Productively in 
Turbulent Times” just last month, a topic that is very timely with 
the current on goings. It’s an honor to have met and worked with 
her and I am looking forward to collaborate with her again given 
the opportunity
-JM Matienzo, ARIVA - Philippines

I had the pleasure of attending Sally's session at the EAN 
Conference in Melbourne. Sally is personable, knowledgable and 
extremely engaging (not to mention very funny!). Sally has a real 
knack of getting people in the room to focus and pay attention. I 
am not a fan of audience participation but I would've done 
whatever she asked of me. I couldn't recommend her enough. 
Bravo!
- Nick  Ginsburg - Monash University

This Women in Leadership Retreat was outstanding, an excellent 
networking opportunity to share skills and learnings with other 
women from diverse roles and backgrounds. Our wonderful 
facilitator [Sally] had excellent knowledge and tools to provide. I 
left this conference feeling confident and ready for anything. I 
highly recommend this retreat to all women wanting to refresh 
their skills, pick up new tools and feel empowered by the strength 
of the women participating. 

The organic way the sessions where facilitated. The networking 
opportunities! Sally was an excellent facilitator, very engaging and 
entertaining.
- Participant at Women's Leadership Retreat

I couldn’t recommend Sally highly enough. Sally took our after 
lunch session of our National conference and got the group really 
going. She was engaging, developed relationships with individuals 
within the group and even more impressively arrived early to 
watch our key note speaker to ensure some continuity in the 
presentations.
- Kiarni Morgans - Qld Team Lead LJ Hooker Avnu

Scan the QR codes 
to see more 

recommendations 
and testimonials 

for Sally.

Sally presented for our team. Brilliant! If you’re looking for
someone to turn on some light bulbs around productivity, look 
Sally up!
- Marilyn Davies - Harcourts
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